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1. The Phimat Pod Record (MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328)) is used to 
record pod data and assist the management of the pod maintenance cycle. 
When the pod is fi tted to an aircraft, the form is retained in the aircraft’s 
MOD Form 700. When not fi tted, the form is to accompany the pod.

General

2. The actions required to raise a new form and close an old one are, as 
follows:

a. New Form:

(1) Pod Serial No.  Enter the Pod Serial No.

(2) Sheet No.  Enter the next Sheet No in sequence.

(3) Fitment and Removal Record.  Copy the fi nal Total Pod 
Hours fi gure recorded on the old form to the Brought Forward 
line.

(4) ‘T’ Settings.  Enter the current code and date.

(5) Scheduled and Out of Phase Maintenance Record.  Enter 
codes and due dates as appropriate.

(6) Modifi cations Affecting Handling and Operation.  Enter 
details as appropriate.

(7) SI Record.  Enter details as appropriate.

(8) STI Record.  Enter details as appropriate.

(9) Limitations and Acceptable Deferred Faults Log.  
Transcribe uncleared entries from the old form in sequence.

b. Old Form:

(1) Front.  Strike though the unused lines of each block.

(2) Rear.  For each uncleared entry transcribed as detailed in 
Para 2a(9), enter the Sheet No of the new form in the Print Name 
and Rank area of the Clearance column.

(3) Disposal.  Return the completed form to the Pod 
Maintenance Bay for retention.

3. Pod Limitations.  Any pod fault, modifi cation, SI or STI which 
imposes a limitation is to be recorded in the Limitations and Acceptable 
Deferred Faults Log of the MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328). Additionally, 
when the pod is fi tted to an aircraft, the limitation is to be actioned in 
accordance with the current instructions in Section 2 of the aircraft’s 
MOD Form 700.

4. Pod Acceptable Deferred Faults (ADF).  Pod ADFs  are to be 
recorded in the Limitations and Acceptable Deferred Faults Log of the 
MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328) only.

Phimat Pod Maintenance Bay 

5. ‘T’ Settings.  When a ‘T’ Setting code is changed, the tradesman 
affecting the change is to enter the new code and the date on the next line 
of the ‘T’ Setting block and rule through the previous entry.

6. Pre-Issue Documentation Check. Prior to any pod issue, the MOD 
Form 742 (ARI 23328) is to be checked to ensure that all recorded details 
are current and correct.

Squadron

7. Pod Fitment.  The following actions are to be undertaken when the 
pod is fi tted to an aircraft:

a. Aircraft MOD Form 700.  Insert the MOD Form 742 (ARI 
23328) into Section 12 and transcribe any current pod Limitations 
recorded on the reverse of the form into the aircraft’s Limitations Log 
(MOD Form 703).



Note: Acceptable Deferred Faults (ADF) recorded on the reverse 
of the form are NOT to be transcribed into the aircraft’s 
ADF Log (MOD Form 704).

b. MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328).  On the next available line of the 
Fitment and Removal Record, complete the Date Fitted, Aircraft No 
and Aircraft Hours (Fitted) columns.

8. Pod Removal.  When the pod is removed from an aircraft, the 
following actions are to be undertaken:

a. MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328).  On the current line of 
the Fitment and Removal Record, complete the Aircraft Hours 
(Removed), Hours Flown, Date Removed and Total Pod Hours 
columns.

b. Aircraft MOD Form 700.  Clear any aircraft limitations imposed 
as a result of pod limitations from Section 2 of the MOD Form 700 
by using the SNOW of the pod removal MOD Form 707A entry as 
authority.

c. Remove the MOD Form 742 (ARI 23328) from Section 12 of the 
aircraft’s MOD Form 700 and ensure that it accompanies the pod.


